COMMUNITY-BASED PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH ANALYSIS

67% of participants believe that a good paid job
would allow them to stay in neighborhood
Other hurdles identified include: Counseling,
Marketing, Leadership Skills & Access to Investors

84% of participants would support businesses
“Made in Rainier Beach”

Nearly half of Rainier Beach residents believe
they live in a “Food Desert”

Word Cloud from the most frequently used
words during the Participatory Research

25% of participants would like to see a farm or
a market in the neighborhood

The top concerns for Rainier Beach residents have to do
with Diet restrictions and Employment
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How 450 surveys were collected?

I enjoy learning & sharing food cultures of other cultures, so opportunities to bring cultures with food
By recognizing specific cultural needs, we can create a feeling of inclusion
Support small communities learning other cultures. International food event in Rainier Beach
Food desert? No, I’m white and the local stores basically cater to my culture. I realize that makes me
one of the lucky ones
Doing studies such as these, to see what our community needs and then acting on those findings. Ask
the people!
Creating a community that respects the growth of ethnic culture
By having events in the neighborhood that might help educate the community
Where everyone can benefit & survive & thrive no matter what heritage or how much money one has.
To intermix cultures in a community where all are treated fair, & to be able to bring culture to the
community without fear or hate, etc… The opposite of gentrification
A community where people can share their talents or products & create income for their family doing
what they value or love
Demos from local restaurant owners offering knowledge on seasonal ingredients
In a major way, every culture needs a Food Innovation District in their community
A community that is bursting at the seams with health, diversity and happiness
By offering a safe & culturally diverse space to gather to prep and consume food
Community agriculture can bring together the neighborhood on a different way than festivals or other
events. “Food Not Lawns!”

EXAMPLES OF CULTURES REPRESENTED

SAMPLE OF MISSING FOODS

List not exhaustive:

List not exhaustive:

-

African American
Anglo-Saxon
Chinese
Cuban
Ethiopian
Filipino
French
German
Hawaiian
Italian

-

Japanese
Jewish
Laotian
Mexican
Norwegian
Pacific Islander
Samoan
Somali
Ukrainian
Vietnamese

-

Black Eyed Peas
Chitterlings
Collard Greens
Exotic Fruits
Fresh Eggs
Fried Bread
Game (Deer)
Grits
Injera
Okra

-

Ox Tail
Pickled Cabbage
Pickled Herring
Pork Shank
Purple Hull Peas
Rye Bread
Speckled Butter Beans
String Beans
Teff Flour
Whole Grain

